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ABSTRACT

A linear equation of motion for the statevector 1B presented, in

vhich an anti-Hamiltonlan that fluctuates randomly is added to the usual

tt&fliltonlon of the SchrMinger equation. It Is shown how the resulting

theory describes the continuous erolutlon of a staterector to an ensemble

of reduced statevectors while retaining Important physical features of

the Ghirardi, Rimini, Veber theory of Spontaneous Localization, in which

the statevector reduction occurs discontlnuously. A novel aspect,

compared with ordinary quantum theory, 1B that the statevector norm

changes with tlae. The squared norm of each statevector is interpreted

as proportional to the probability possessed by that statevector in the

ensemble of statevectors. ThiB interpretation Is shown to be consistent

with the Independent Harkovian evolution of each statevector.
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1 . Dynamical Reduction

Dynamical reduction of the statevector Is a process whereby a superposition such

as

(DI v .0 > - O1 (0) I vi> + a2(0> I v2>

continuously evolves with time Into

l y , t > - e i e k lvk> < k « 1 o r 2 ) (2)

A number of theories have so far been constructed1-2'3 which modify the usual

Schrodinger equation to achieve dynamical reduction. They enable one to interpret

the statevector as corresponding to an individual situation In Nature. A superposition

of macroscopically distinguishable states cannot be Interpreted In this way. The

reduction is designed to prevent the existence, for any appreciable time interval, of

such a superposition.

Stochastic dynamical reduction theories2"3 add terms with randomly fluctuating

coefficients to the Schrodinger equation, causing the squared amplitudes X^t) •

iafc(t)l2 to fluctuate randomly, although their sum 2 \{\) - 1 remains constant,

Eventually one Xk reaches the value 1 and the other Xk's vanish.

The squared amplitudes X^ can be thought of as playing a (continuous In time)

"gambler's ruin" game4, until one of the statevectors in the superposition "wins" the

game. For example, the following game is analogous to the evolution (1) -» (2) . Two

gamblers with initial "stakes" of d j(0). d2(0) dollars toss a fair coin, and exchange a

dollar depending on the outcome of each toss, until one of them wins all d] + c^

dollars. d|l(t)/(d1-fd2) & t 0 be Identified with Xk(t), and a particular sequence of coin

tosses is to be identified with a particular fluctuation of the coefficients.

It Is easily shown3, because it is a fair gams, that the average of dk(t) over the

ensemble of games does not change with time and, as a result, the gambler with Initial

stake dk(0) has probability dk(0y(dt-KJ2) of winning the game. It is precisely the

analogous Martingale property

d<Xk(t)>Art - 0 (3)
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(the average < > is over the ensemble of trajectories of Xj<{1)) that ensures agreement

with the predictions of quantum theory: the outcome Xk(t)-»1 In Eq. (2) occurs with

probability P k - Xk(0). Here Is the argument. From Eq. (3), <Xk(0)> - <Xk{t}>. On the

one hand, <Xk(0)> » Xk(0) since we start with the pure state (1). On the other hand,

for sufficiently large t so that Eq. (2) obtains tor all statevectors In the ensemble,

<Xk(t)> > 0 • (probability Xk->0) + 1 • (probability Xk-+1). Thus, Xk(0) « Pk.

Present dynamical reduction theories have concentrated on achieving the

evolution (1) -> (2), but have left important problems unanswered. Among these are

1. The preferred basis problem: what chooses the basis vectors which are the end

products of reduction? Why does the reduction end In the macroscopic states we see

around us (e.g. Eq. (2)), and not in a superposition oi such states

(e .g .2 - l '2 ( | V l >±l V 2 >) )?

2. The trigger problem: what turns the reduction on ? What mechanism Is

responsible for initiating a rapid reduction for a superposition of macroscopicatly

distinguishable states while leaving a superposition of microscopically distinguishable

states essentially unaffected?

2. Spontaneous Localization

Recently, Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber6 (see also Bell7) have presented a

"spontaneous localization" theory that deals with the preferred basis and trigger

problems in an interesting way. Theirs is not a dynamical reduction theory: the

statevector alteration is presumed to occur instantaneously (we shall call this a "hit").

not as the result of a continuous evolution in time.

However, GRW give a prescription for what the statevector should be after a hit. If

the wavefunction of a single particle before the hit Is y(x), after the hit it Is multiplied by

a Gaussian exp-(a/2)(x-z)2, and divided by a numerical factor N to correctly normalize

the altered wavefunction. (GRW have chosen the localization width o r " 2 - 1 0 " 5 cm.)

We shall call the point z the •center of the hit. It is chosen randomly, but alt
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centers are not equally likely: the frequency of hitting is presumed proportional to N 2 .

(GRW have selected the proportionality factor X - 1 0 ~ 1 6 sec."1- 1O~* year 1 ) . Thus

centers are most likely to appear where the wavefunction Is largest.

A wavetunction well localized within cT 1 / 2 will scarcely be affected by a hit.

However, a wavefunction which Is, for example, a superposition of two such localized

packets separated by a distance » < r m is most likely to be hit by a center near one

packet, and that will dramatrlcally reduce the size of the other packet In the resulting

wavefunction. In this way (an excellent approximation to 8 ) the reduction evolution

(1) -» (2) is achieved.

This resolves the preferred basis problem, for a single particle, in favor of spatially

localized (within cTm) states.

The GRW response to the trigger problem is subtle. The trigger mechanism

remains mysterious: no reason is given for the occurrence of a hit. It Is presumed to be

a universal process affecting all particles with equal likelihood. But, given this

process, the different behavior of microscopic and macroscopic superpositions is

cleverly explained. For a single particle, the hits occur so Infrequently that no one has

so far been able to think up an experiment precise enough to detect their presumed

presence. But for a large object composed of many distinguishable particles, In a

superposition of two spatially separated states (e.g. center of mass separation »

c r 1 / 2 ) , a hit of a single particle will reduce the whole wavefunction. The frequency of

such a hit is proportional to the number of particles in the body, so such a reduction

will take place rapidly.

3. Synthesis

In this article, we will present a stochastic dynamical reduction theory which

resolves the preferred basis and trigger problems using the ideas of GRW. However,

the Poisson process of instantaneous hits is replaced by a Markov process, with

continuous evolution of the statevector. We shall call this a "continuous spontaneous

localization" theory. _i,_



For simplicity, we will begin with an extensive discussion of a single particle

moving in one dimension. This is sufficient to illustrate most of the novel features of

this process. We propose the following equation of motion (an rto stochastic

differential equation) tor the wavefunction:

dv(x.t) - -iHy(x,t)d! + [dw(x,t) - (1/2)Mt]iltf(,t) (4)

Eq. (4) is remarkable, for a dynamical reduction theory, In that H is linear In y . H is

the usual Hamilton of the Schrodnger equation. w(x,1) to a real Brownian motion for

each value of x. It is characterized by the following expectation values over the

ensemble of Brownian motions:

<dw(x,t)>-0 (5a)

<dw(x,t}dw(x\t)>. tofxoOdt (*(0) - 1 ) (5b)

Thus the Brownian motions at different points of space are correlated.

The function o suggested by the GRW theory Is

but there are other suitable choices'. To make the connection with the GRW hits, and

to facilitate later physical discussion, it to useful to write dw(x,t) In terms of uncorrelated

Brownian functions:

<dB(z.t)>-0 , <dB(z,t)dB(z',t)>-S<z.zl)Xdt (7a)

dw(x,t) - Jdz dB{z,l)(a/K)1/4 exp-taffijjx-z)2 (7b)

(Eqs. (5), (6) follow from Eqs. (7)).

In the remainder of this section we will give a qualitative discussion of the behavior

of the solutions of Eq. (4): the quantitative justification for these remarks is In sections

4,5,6. We will assume for simplicity that H-0, In order to concentrate on the effect of

the new terms in Eq. (4)1 0 . Their most obvious feature is that they change the norm of

the wavefunction.

Indeed, the last term in Eq. (4) acting by itself would cause the norm to

exponentially decay with time-constant X. However, the randomly fluctuating term can

increase or decrease the norm.

We will adopt the precept that the squared norm of each (unnormallzed)

wavefunction represents the weight associated with that (normalized) wavefunction In

the ensemble of wavefunctions. This is a natural generalization of the GRW

prescription that the frequency of a hit Is proportional to the squared norm of the

wavefunction after the hit.

It might appear that this precept makes the probability that a particular statevector

is in the ensemble dependent upon the composition of the rest of the ensemble. This

would be unacceptable, because an ensemble of independently evolving statevectors

is an ensemble described by classical probability theory, In which there can be no

interference of probabilities. That this precept is, In fact, consistent with an

independent Markovian evolution of each statevector is demonstrated In Appendix C.

In what follows we shall take this'consistency for granted. However, we must comment

here upon how probabilities are to be calculated.

Usually when dealing with dynamics driven by Brownian motion there is, so to

speak, one dynamical trajectory associated with each Brownian motion. That is not

the case here. Let d a is the probability measure In the space of Brownian functions,

and W Q be the particular Brownian function responsible for the evolution of the

particular wavefunction v n , with squared norm

Nn2<t)»Jdxlva(* . i ) l 2 (8)

Then, according to our precept, the probability that m lies in the ensemble Is N^6Q,

not dfl. Of course this interpretation requires, for consistency, that the sum of

probabilities remains equal to 1

J N n
2 { t ) d O - < N 2 ( t ) > - 1 (9)

which we will see (Eq. (18a)) follows from Eq. (4). We shall refer to the ensembles with

weights df l and N n
2 dQ as the raw and the physical ensembles respectively.

Now, what will be the behavior of the ensemble of norms, and which

wavefunctions will predominate because their norms are largest?
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Let us write out the essential part of Eq. (4) as

y(x.t+dt) - [1 + dw(x.t) - (1/2)Juitl¥(x.1) (1Oa)

- [1 + Jdz dB(z,t)(artc)1'4 exp-(a/2)(x-z)2- (i/2)Xdt]v(x,t) (10b)

One expects that, since dw (or dB) is as likely to fluctuate positively as negatively, the

randomly fluctuating term will have only a modest effect for the majority of Brownian

motions in the raw ensemble. Therefore, the norms of the wavefunctions evolving

subject to these Brownian motions will decrease roughly exponentially due to

the last term in the bracket of Eq. (10). Thus these wavefunctlorts will be essentially

unaffected in shape, but after a few time-constants they will be of negligible norm and

of neglible importance In the physical ensemble.

On the other hand, for that minority of Brownian motions for which dw(x,t), or a set

of dB(z,t) with x-a"1 / 2s z s x+a~1 /2 , happens to be of one sign significantly more

freguently than of the other sign, the norm of the associated wavefunctions will grow U

x also happens to have an oT 1 / 2 - neighborhood where y(x) is large. This can be

seen most easily from Eq. (10b), where the explicit appearance of the Gaussian shows

that e.g. a sequence of positive increments of dB(z.t) will increase the amplitude of the

wavefunction in the neighborhood of x-z, at the expense of the amplitude of the

wavefunction for x outside the a~ 1 / 2 • neighborhood of z.

Of course, this can also be seen from (the equivalent) Eq. (10a) if we remember

that a sequence of positive increments of dw at x implies also a sequence of positive

increments for locations within the o r 1 / 2 - neighborhood of x, because of the

correlation (5b). Conversely, the increments in dw outside the a " 1 / 2 - neighborhood of

x are uncorrelated with those inside, and are most likely to be equally positive and

negative. Therefore, if y should grow In the o~ 1 / 2 - neighborhood of x. tt is most likely

that there will be a concomitant approximate exponential decrease of y outside that

neighborhood.

After a few time constants, the ensemble that results from a wavefunction which

initially is a superposition of two packets each of width « a~ 1 / 2 separated by a

-T-
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distance » a~ 1 / 2 (we shall call this the 'canonical* wavefunction hereafter), Is as

follows, tn the raw ensemble, the huge majority of wavefunctions still contain two

packets, but their norms have decreased exponentially. There is also a small set of

wavefunctions which consist essentially of just one packet, with very large norms. On

the other hand, In the physical ensemble the weighting is reversed. The measure of

wavefunctions containing two packets Is negligibly small. The overwhelmingly

probable wavefunctions in the ensemble consist of essentially just one packet.

Now. what does the theory predict for the probability associated with the

wavefunctions containing a particular packet? The prediction Is identical to that of

quantum theory: in the physical ensemble, the description of the evolution of the two

packets turns out to be the gambler's ruin description. In particular, using the notation

of section 1 (e.g. I v i > . I V2> i n E c l s - 0 ) . (2) represent the two packets), the squared

amplitudes Xk(t) possess the Martingale property (3). From this follows agreement

with the predictions of quantum theory, as we have seen in section 1.

We may understand the origin of this crucial agreement by anticipating a result

(Eq. 18a) of the next section. As a consequence of Eq. (4) (with H-0). the Individual

squared amplitudes at each point x are a Martingale:

d<Mx, t )P> /d t -0 (11)

To see how Eq. (11) Is responsible for producing agreement with the predictions of

quantum theory, define the norms N Q I and N ^ of each separate packet {occupying

regions 1 or 2) belonging to an individual unnormalized wavefunction Vn(x,t):

By Integrating Eq. (11) over region 1 or 2, and using the definition (12), we see that

d<N 2
k ( t )> /d t -0 (13)

Now, the squared norm associated with y Q Is N 2
f l ( t )» N 2

Q ] ( t ) + N 2 ^ ft) (Eq. (8)).

However, for t - T greater than a few time constants, either N 2
n i or N 2 ^ o r bom

essentially vanish as we have discussed. Therefore the probability P|<, in the physical

ensemble, that a wavefunction consists of Just the ktn packet, for teT, is
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p k - 'k N2Qk(T)dQ - <N

It follows from Eq. (13) that <N2
k(Q> - KN^CD*-- But stnoe <N2

k(0)> - X^O), we

obtain from Eq. (14) the quantum theory prediction P^

4. Single Particle: Behavior at a Point

We now wish to justify the statements of the previous section by analyzing the

consequences of Eq. (4) (with H-0}.

The phase of y(x,t) is unaffected by the evolution (4) because w Is real1'.

To see how the unnormalized squared amplitudes Y{x,t) * I y (x,t) 1 2 behave tn the

raw ensemble (all we consider in this section) we utilize the Ito formula

dfg - Wg + gdf + <dfdg> (15)

where f « v(x.t). g - y*(x'.t). to obtain from Eq. (4)

d[y (x,t) v * (x*.t)] - HH(x) - H(jrlJdl + [dw(x.t) + dw(x\t)] +

+X(*(x-)0-1]dt)¥(x,t)v(x-,t) (16)

(which will be useful later, when we discuss the density matrix In section 7) and,

setting x»x' and H-0

dY(x,t)-2dw(x,t)Y(x,t) (17)

Eqs. (17) and (5) contain the complete information about the ensemble of

wavefunctions.

First, consider the behavior of Y(x,t) at a single point x, according to the raw

ensemble description. From Eq. (17) we can calculate the moments

<rfY(x,t)>«0, <{dY(x,t)]2>-43lY(x,t)2dt (18a,b)

(Note that Eq. (11) follows from Eq. (18a) while Eq. (9) follows from integrating Eq. (11)

overx.)

Using Eqs. (18a,b) we can construct the Fokker - Ptanck equation describing the

behavior of the ensemble of squared amplitudes Y(x) by means of the prescription

3p(YS) m --O/3Y) fl<dY>Aft ]p} + (1/2) @/3Y)2 fl.ef.dY)2>™ ]p} (19)

p(Y,t)dY is the probability that Y lies In the range dY in the raw ensemble.
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Puttfng Eqs. (16) Into Eq. (19) we obtain

3p(Y;t)/at =2X0/3Y)2[Y2p(Y;t)] (20)

The solution of Eq. (20), subject to the Initial condition p(Y,t>). fi(Y-Yo) is

p(Y;t)dY - (Bufctr1'2 {«xp - rjnY - lnY0 + 2Xt ]2/8fct} dlnY (21)

Eq. (21) shows that p(O;t) -0 , and p(Y;t) rises to a peak at Y-Yo exp-2H, falling to

zero as Y-*». Thus, in the raw ensemble, most wavefunctions have squared

amplitudes which decrease roughly exponentially with time at each point.

Next consider the correlated behavior of Y(X],t), Y(x2,t) at two different points x j,x2.

From Eq. (17) we find

<dY(xi,t)Y(x2.t)>-4X*(xrx2)Y(x,,t)Y(x2,t)dt (22)

Putting (22), (18) into the generalization of Eq. (19) to more than one variable

3p(Y;t) /3t —InOOYn) ffl<dYn>AJt ]p} +

+ (l/ZEnm ©fflYn) OWm) a<dYrtdYm * d l ]p} (23)

we obtain, for an arbitrary number of points

3p(Yfl/at -2X2 n > m * (x n • xm) &3Yn) (*3Ym) YnYmp (24a)

which, for two points, is

3p(Yj)/3t =2X[0/3Y1)2Y12+(a/aY2)
2Y22 + JM>(Xi - XjKaaYjJO^YjJY^^p (24b)

We see from Eq. (24b), when x t is distant from x2 (i.e. [x| • x 2 l » cT1/2 so * - 0),

the evolutions of Yj and Y2 are uncorrelated, and the raw probability distribution is the

product of separate distributions (21) tor Yj ,Y2. On the other hand, for nearby points

( | x r x 2 | « arm so * - 1 ) , the solution of Eq. (24b) subject to the initial condition

YI0)8{Y2 - Y20) is

• exp-(32Xt)-1[lnY1Y2 • InY^Y^ + 4«]2dlnYIdlnY2 (25)

Because of the S-function in Eq. (25), the ratio of squared amplitudes at nearby points

remains constant. This conclusion is also reached using the physical ensemble.

This feature, that the shape of each wavefunction In a or'^neighborhood of each

point x remains relatively undisturbed, is worth emphasizing. To examine this

-10-



behavior more precisely, without making the approximation • - 1 employed above, we

write down the equation of motion for the ratio Y ^ . Using Eq. (15) with 1-Y, and

g«Y2, together with the Ho formula

dg(Y) - g'dY + (1/2)g"<(dY)2> (26)

with g-1/Y2 and Eq. (17), we obtain

d(Yj/Y2) - {2ldw(x1,t) - dw(x2>t)] + 4W.1 - exp-to/^tx! - x^Jdt HYj/Y^ (27)

From Eq. (27) we pluck out the drift and diffusion of Y j / Y 2 :

<d(Y1/Y2)>/dt - 4W.1 - MqKoMXx! - x2)2](Yi/Y2) (28)

<[d(Y1/Y2)]
2>Mt - 4< [dwfXpt) - dw(x2,1)]2>Aft

- 3X|1 - exp-(a/4)(Xl - x ^ ] ( Y ^ 2 (29)

According to Eqs. (28), (29), both drift and diffusion of Y t /Y 2 are proportional to X

for | x t - x 2 1 » a~ 1 / 2 , while tor I x t - x 2 1 « a~1 / 2 they are proportional to

Xa(Xi - x2)2 « X. In this way the global wavefunction Is altered dramatically on a time

scale of order X"1 wNle locally it Is scarcely affected on the same time scale.

S. One Particle: Behavior of Packets

Now we turn to the canonical situation of an Initial wavefunction consisting of two

packets. As in Eq. (12), we define the norm Nk(t) of each packet From (17) we find

how the norms change with time

dNk(t)2 - djk dxY(x.t) - 2 Jkdxdw(x,1)Y(x.t) (30)

by means of which we can calculate the drift and diffusion of N j 2 , N 2
2 :

^ N ^ / d t - O , <dN2
2>/dt-0 (31a)

< dNk2 dNk^> « AX Jk dxi^ dx>*(x-x>)Y(x,t)Y(x\t)dt (31 b)

For k-k1 we have tfKx-x1} - 1 , white tor kok1 we have tyx-x1) - 0, so from (31 b)

<{dNk
2)2>-43L(Nk

2)2dl . < d N i 2 d N 2
2 > - 0 (31c)

Thus the squared norms of the two packets are uncorrelated. In fact, by

Eqs. (31a,c), the Fokker-Planck equation and its solution describing the distribution of

Nk2 In the raw ensemble is given by Eqs. (20), (21) (N k
2 replaces Y): the squared

-li-

norms of the two packets behave precisely the same way as did the squared

amplitudes at two distant pointsl

We now are in a position to discuss the evolution of the Joint probability distribution

for N,2 , N2
2 . In the raw ensemble, the probability density p(N,2,N2

2;t) is given by

p(N1
2.N2

2S)dN1
2dN2

2 - p(Ni2J)p(N2
2WNi2dM22 „ (SitXtJ-'dlnNi^InN^ •

• exp.(8M)- H t'n(N L
2/N , 0

2 ) + 2Xt]2 + [ln(N2
2/N20

2) + 2Xt]2 J (32a)

(using Eq. (21) for p(Nk
2;t)). In the physical ensemble, the probability density

is r (N 1
2

> N 2
2 f l« (N 1

2 + N2
2)p(N1

2,N2
2^) which may be written as

) - 2Xt]2 + Pn(N2
2/M2o

2} + 2MJ2 +

+ 2M]2 + Dn(N2
2/N20

2) • 2W]2) •exp-(6M)- l

(32b)

Eqs. (32a) and (32b) display the dramatic difference between the physical and raw

ensembles.

The raw ensemble probability density (32a) is the product of two probability

densities, in each of which there is a peak which moves toward Nk
2«0.

The physical ensemble probability density (32b) is the sum of two terms. Each

term Is itself the product of two probability densities, In one of which the peak moves

toward N t
2 - •• (N 2

2 - «} while the other peak moves toward N 2
2 • 0 (N L

2 - 0 ) .

Moreover, the overall probability associated with each term Is N[O
2«Xj(0)

(N2n2*X2(0)). the squared amplitude for the packet In the original wavefunction. Thus

Eq. (32b) shows explicitly the reduction behavior, how the Initial wavefunction with

probability density r(Ni2 N2
2;0) - 5(Ni2 - N10

2)8(N2
2 - N^2 ) evolves Into an

ensemble, with correct probability distribution, of wavefunctions of ever-Increasing

norm, each containing (essentially) Just one packet.

6. Gambler's Ruin

In the previous sections we discussed the unmvmaffzetf wavefunctlons. We

described the behavior of the squared amplitudes Y(x,t) and the behavior of the norms

-12-



of localized packets Nk(t). In this section wa comment on the behavior of the squared

amplitudes and packet norms of normalized wavefunctiora, using the correct

probability densities of the physical ensemble.

The Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density of the squared amplitudes

Z(x.t) -1 V(x.t) I2/Jdx* Iy(x\t) I 2 (33)

is obtained in Appendix A, Eq. (A.11). That the Z(x,t) for different x play a gambler's

ruin game among themselves is discussed in Appendix A. and we wilt say no more

about this here.

Now let us consider the canonical two-packet situation. We shall use the result

(32b) of the previous section to find the probability density distribution for the squared

norm of packet 1

Xi(t) m N^t ) / (N!2(t) + N22(t)) (34)

(X2's distribution is implied since X2 - 1 • X t). This probability density R(Xt;t) is

obtained by integrating itN1
2,N2

24) over all norms N2 • N,2+ N2
2:

R(X^} - Jb~dN2 r ( X ^ 2 (1 - X,)N2;t) J(Ni2. I^ IX j .N 2 ) (35a)

J is the Jacobian determinant, whose value is calculated from Eq. (34) to be N2. Upon

substituting the expression (32b) for r into Eq. (34a), and performing the Integral, we

obtain

R(X,J)dX, - { XJO exp-OCfctr1! - 4M + InXj/d- Xj) - lnXiry(1- X10)]2 +

+ 0 - Xio) exp-OeXtr1! 4Xt + lnXj/(1- X,) - lnX I (/(1- X10)]2)

• {lejdUJ^dlnX^I-X^ (35b)

Eq. (35b) describes a solution whose initial distribution 5(X] - X10) breaks up on a

time scale Xr1 into two peaks which travel toward X[ • 1 and Xj - 0, the areas under

the peaks being Xj 0 and 1-X1O respectively, tl may be directty verified that Eq. (35b)

is the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation

aRtXjityat Mx&mt? [Xi2 (1- x , ) 2 R(xt;t)] (36)

In Appendix A, Eq. (A.15). we give the generalization of Eq. (36) to any number of

packets

-13-

(37)

The Martingale property Eq. (3), the constancy of XjXj, and therefore the gambler's

ruin nature of the competition between the X '̂s follow immediately from Eq. (37).

Eqs. (35b), (36), (37) are not new in the history of stochastic dynamical reduction

theories. Some time ago we proposed2 a theory whose two-state sector we showed Is

described by Eqs. (35b), (36). More recently, Gisln3 has suggested another theory

whose two-state sector is also described by Eqs. (35b), (36). We have proved12 that

Eq. (37) is the unique description of stochastic dynamical reduction theories with

nonevolving phase angles whose off-diagonal density matrix elements decay

exponentially with a universal time constant, that this behavior is a necessary

condition for there to be no superluminal communication via the reduction mechanism,

and that Gisin's theory is described by Eq. (37). We have also emphasized that a

superposition described by Eq. (37) is never completely reduced8.

7. Density Matrix

The probability density description of the behavior of the ensemble of

wavefunctions is a complete description. In particular, it enables one to calculate the

quantum mechanical density matrix which, although it contains much less Information

than the probability density, is a sufficient tool for making all experimental predictions.

In some dynamical reduction theories the equation of time evolution of the density

matrix does not depend upon the density matrix atone. One is then obliged to use the

probability density to construct the density matrix and thus to make predictions.

However, this is not the case here, as will be shown.

To construct the density matrix from an Individual unnormalized wavefunction

Vn(x.t). it is necessary to normalize it first, obtaining va(x,t)/Na(t). The probability that

this normalized wavefunction is in the physical ensemble is dONQ
2(1). Therefore the

density matrix is

- l U -
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(38)

Thus the density matrix can be found from the expectation value of y(x,t) ¥*(x*,t)

calculated in the raw ensemble. As a direct consequence of the equation of motion (4)

fordy we have already found the expression (16)ford[v<x,t)y*(x\t)]. Taking the

expectation value of Eq. (16) we obtai n:

dD(**W* - {-i[H(x) - H(x-)] + XMx-x1) - 1 ] }D(x.>f;t) (39)

Eq. (39) clearly shows how the usual Hamlltonian evolution occurs tor density

matrix elements in the position representation taken between nearby points

( I x • x 1 1 « ot~ I / 2 , * - 1 ) , but is modified by the exponential decay of off-diagonal

matrix elements between distant points (I x - x 1 1 » c T 1 / 2 . * - 0).

Of course, Eq. (39) can also be obtained from the probability density (see

Appendix A, Eqs. (A. 12), (A. 13}).

Eq. (39) is identical to the equation of evolution of the density matrix proposed by

GRW5. However, we wish to emphasize that the behavior of the ensemble of

wavefunctions subject to the GRW Poisson process is different from their behavior

subject to the Markov process described here, even though their density matrices are

identical at every instant of timel

To illustrate, consider the canonical two-packet situation. The Markov process

probability density R(Xj ,Xi 0 3) is given by Eq. (35b). The Poisson process probability

density R G R W ( X 1 - X 1 0 3) b obtained in Appendix B, Eq. (B.13), as

*) - « * ! - XioJaxPt-**) + WiXioMH+iPW " **&,•**)]

- Xio)exp(.M) + [ X1 0 « 1 - X!) + (1 • XJO)5<XI)] [1 - expHt)] (40a.b)

Both probability densities R and R Q R W *™/9 Initiat value S(Xj - X10) and final

value - X1OS(1 • Xj) + {1 - X ^ S I X ^ . However, forU^JT1. R describes an ensemble

In which a negligible amount oi wavefunction reduction has occurred i.e. there is a

negligible probability that Xj - 1 or 0. It takes a few time constants for the initial

probability density peak to diffuse toward X j - 1 or 0 and build up significant probability

-15-

concentratlons at these locations. On the other hand, RQRVV describes the Immediate

creation of reduced wavefunctiorta (last term In Eq. (40b) - U) for small t.

8. Distinguishable Particles

The generalization of Eqs. (4), (5) to n distinguishable particles moving In

three-dimensional space ts

dV(x1...xn:t) - -IHydt + En <H(xk.t) - (1/2)nXdt]y (41)

<dw k (x k . t )>-0 , <dwk(xk,t)dW|(X|1,t)>-8 ldX*(|xk-x,'l)dt (42a,b)

First we look at the density matrix evolution equation, dyy* can be calculated from

Eq. (41) just as Eq. (16) was obtained from Eq. (4) In section 4:

d(v(ki . . .M) v W - X n T t ) ] - HH(x> - H(x-)]dl + 5 * [ d w ^ . t ) + dwk(xk\t)] +

+ X(Zk*(l)tk-xk'|)-nldl}v(x>1)v(x',t) (43)

Remembering the result of section 7, that D(x]l..xn,x1\..xn';i) -

< y(xi...xn;t) y * (x1',..xn'^)>, by taking the expectation value of Eq. (43) we obtain the

density matrix evolution equation

3D(xtiC3)/9t - {-l[H(x) - H(x')] + X t l ^ l x k - ̂ ' l ) - n] )D(x,)f $ (44)

Eq. (44) is precisely the density matrix evolution equation proposed by GRW**,

Following them, consider an initial wavefunction describing a macroscopic body

whose center of mass R « n~1£xk (we take all masses equal for simplicity) has an

arbitrary probability distribution, but whose relative coordinates rk • xk - R are each

well localized within a spherical volume of radius « cT1 /2 . Since

* ( I xk - xk I) • * { 11^ - rk' + R - R'l). and when IR • R* I Is comparable In size to

|rk - rk Iwe have 4> - 1 , we may replace each <&(lxk- xk ' |) in Eq. (44) with

* { l R - fTi) to a good approximation. Then Eq. (44) (with H-0) becomes

aDI r .RXR' f l / a t -n^dR-R ' l j - I JDt r .Rr .R 1 ^ (45)

Eq. (45) expresses GRWs result, that for a macroscopic body there Is a rapid

reduction (time constant (Xn)"J) In the center of mass, while there is essentially no

effect on the relative motion. This can be seen by taking the trace of Eq. (45) over the



relative coordinates rk or over the center of mass coordinate R: the reduced density

matrix D(R,RM) satisfies Eq. (45). while the other reduced density matrix satisfies

Of course these results for the density matrix have their counterparts In the

probability density description of the ensemble of wavofunctions. Let us examine the

behavior of the squared amplitudes of the unrenormalized wavefunction

Y(x1...xnn) • I v (x l t . .xn;t)i2 just as was done tor a single particle moving In one

dimension in section 4. Setting Xjt-x^ (and H-O) in Eq. (43) results In the basic

equation of motion for Y

while the approximations made prior to Eq. (45) convert Eq. (42b) to

< d w ^ . t ) dw,(x,M) > - 8wX*(lR • R'l )dt

Therefore, from Eqs. (46). (47), the diffusion coefficient for Y(r l,..rn_1,R;t)

Is

(47)

(48)

which is all one needs (to construct the Fokker-Planck equation and therefore) to

describe the complete behavior of the ensemble of squared amplitudes Y.

First let's look at the behavior of the center of mass. By Integrating Eq. (48) over

the relative coordinates r̂ , rtf, k -1 , ..n-1 we obtain

<dYcm{R^)Ycm(R tJ)> - 4Xn*( | R - R*| JYcntRflYcmdr:!) dt (49)

where Ycm(R;t) - Jdr(..drn.1Y(r,R^) is the squared amplitude tor the center of mass

alone.

Eq. (49) is identical in form to the diffusion coefficient for a single particle given in

Eq. (22), except that 3L in Eq. (22) is replaced by Xn, and one spatial dimension is

replaced by three. Therefore the whole single particle behavior discussed in sections

4 ,5 ,6 and Appendix A holds for the center of mass, except that reduction of the center

of mass in the canonical two-packet state proceeds more rapidly, with time constant

To see that the relative coordinates are not disturbed, one need only employ

Eq. (46) to calculate the diffusion and drift of Y(r,R;tyY(r',R>;t) as was done In

section 4. The result has the same form as Eqs. (28), (29):

<d(Y/Y> - 4Jln[1 - * ( IR - R'l )]dt (50a)

W / Y - j f c . 8Xn[1 - 4>(| R - R'| )]dt (50b)

For R»R' we see that both drift and diffusion coefficients (50) vanish, so there Is no

change in the shape of the wavefunction in the relative coordinates.

Extending the GRW Poisson process to many Indistinguishable particles has

proved to be not an easy task13. The utility of the Markov process described here

makes itself apparent In the ease with which this extension is accomplished wttnin Its

framework. The generalization of Eq. (4) or Eq. (41) to many indistinguishable

particles is

d< x t , . .xn l V . t> - {-JH + SK dw(xk,t) • ( 1 / 2 K Z K dwtxk,t)]2>} < x ^ J i J y,t> (51a)

- {-iH + Zt(dw(xk.t) - ( l a j M S H o O x k - x, l )} < x,,. J C J Y > (51b)

The statistical properties of dw(x,t) are described by Eq. (5) as usual, (with (x-x")

replaced by I x-x*l). Unlike Eq. (41) for distinguishable particles, only one Brownlan

function wfx^.i) Is needed.

The calculation of the evolution equation for the density matrix proceeds as In the

last two sections. One calculates d[y<x;t)y*(x<;t)] using Eq. (51) and the fto rule (15)

and, upon taking the expectation value, one obtains

aD(x1(..xn,x1\..xn';t )«t - {-i[H(x) - H(x-)] +

+ A2M[«(|xk.x,ll)-t1/Z)«{l«k-X|l)-(1fl)«(l»kl-«|ll)lD0txl» (52)
After having tantalizingly displayed the basic equations (51), (52) of the theory for

many indistinguishable particles, we wilt refrain from drawing the Interesting physical

consequences here. They will be discussed In a forthcoming paper'4.

9. Concluding Remarks

The equations of motion presented here (Eqs. (4) or (41) or (51)) describe a
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nonunitary but linear evolution of the statevector. Subject to a particular Brownian

function WQ (x,t), a sum of two statevectors at time 0 becomes, at time t, a statevector

which is the sum of the two evolved statevectors. However, the theory is nonlinear in

its rule of weighting each statevector^ importance in the ensemble by the squared

norm of the statevector. In these respects it is similar to ordinary quantum theory, with

its linear evolution equation and nonlinear probabilistic interpretation.

The linearity of the equation of motion should prove useful tor further development

of the theory, in that it Invites the use of already developed formalisms (e.g.

Hamiltonian-Lagrangian, sunvover-histories) that have been applied in the context of

the usual Schrodinger equation'3.

Along with the preferred basis and trigger problems mentioned in section 1. to

which the GRW theory and the theory presented here respond, there are at least two

other important problems for which there is as yet no response:

3. The relativity problem: how can you make a relativistically Invariant theory of

statevector reduction?

4. The Snk problem: what Is the connection of the reduction mechanism with the

rest of physics? Is there some aspect of an already known field that Is responsible for

reduction?

There Is an indication that this continuous spontaneous localization theory may be

useful in solving problem 3. A number of authors1 ?«l8>19 have described a conflict of

relativity with quantum theory - plus - instantaneous statevector reduction.

Consider the canonical two-packet situation, as seen from one Lorentz frame.

Suppose that for t<0 the squared amplitude associated with each packet is 1/2, but

that for t>0 the squared amplitude of one packet is 1 and of the other is 0, i.e. this is the

frame in which instantaneous statevector reduction occurs. Then In other Lorentz

frames there will be Intervals of time over which the sum of squared amplitudes is

either 1/2 or 3/2. That is, the norm of the statevector is not always equal to 1 in these

frames, and of course this means that the usual quantum theory is not valid in these

-19-

frames over these time intervals. But statevector norms which are not equal to 1 are

the basis of the theory presented here, so one might hope for progress using these

ideas.

Regarding problem 4, there have been a number of suggestions that gravity may

be linked with statevector reduction20-21.22-23. We close with the remark that a

continuous spontaneous localization theory might solve a problem of semiclassical

gravity.

Semiclassical gravity is a theory in which the classical Einstein equation of general

relativity has as its source the quantum expectation value of the energy-momentum

tensor. Kibble24 has shown how to obtain the coupled Schrodinger equation and

Einstein equation from an action pridple, by varying the statevector and the metric

tensor. However, he has also pointed out that semiclassical gravity has an obvious

conflict with experiment.

Consider a quantum experiment for which the Schrodinger equation describes the

evolution of a physical system into the canonical two-packet superposition, where the

packets describe the center of mass position of a massive object such as a bowling

ball. The expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor in such a state is the

same as if there actually were two large masses located at the packet sites, and the

metric tensor in the semiclassical theory responds to both masses. Of course, in an

actual experiment, (and a rather tongue-in-cheek experiment has actually been

performed25), the mass is to be found centered on only one of the packet sites, and

the metric tensor responds accordingly. We remark that, if the Einstein equation were

coupled to a Schrodinger equation which Included the terms given here that reduce

the statevector, this embarrassing conflict of semiclassical gravity with experiment

would disappear.
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Appendlx A

We give here the complete probability density description of the evolution of an

initial wavefunction y(x,0) into a physical ensemble of normaSzed wavefunctions.

First consider the behavior of squared amplitudes at M points uniformly spaced

along the x-axis, with spacing A. We define

Z m ( t ) . |Vtxm . t ) l2 /EnAlv(xn , t ) |2.Yn(t) /AY{t)

(YBl^Yro). Zm(t) approaches the squared amplitude of a normalized wavefunction in

the continuum limit M-»— followed by A-»0. However, even before the limit Is taken

Z m A Z . , , - 1 (A.2)

Our starting point is the Fokker-Planck Eq. (24a)

ap(Y^) m = ZXXn.m * ( x n - xm) 0 0 Y n ) <a/3Ym) YnYmp (A.3)

tor the probability density p(Y;t) of the unnormalized squared amplitudes Yn In the raw

ensemble. From this we will be able to obtain the Fokker-Ptanck equation for the

probability density W of the Zm 's in the physical ensemble.

Eq. (A.2) states that there Is a linear relationship between the Z^. In order to

treat the Zm 's as independent variables we employ the tallowing trick. We increase

the number of independent variables to M+1, treating A"1 as an Independent variable

along with Y, and Y as an independent variable along with Z. We replace p by

which stilt satisfies Eq. (A.3). The probability density of Z.Y

W(Z,Y;t)dZdY • [AlnYfJptY^BtA"1- An^JdYdA"1 (A.5)

will be normalized to 1 with the choice A n ' 1 - [£nY(xn,O)] since

the last step following from the Martingale nature of each Yn. The [AjpY„] factor In

Eq. (A.5) approaches the squared wavefunction norm in the continuum limit, and

therefore is the right factor to correct the raw ensemble to the physical ensemble In that

limit.

Actually, we are most interested tn the probability distribution of the Z ^

-22-
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regardless of Y:

W(Z.t) .JdYW(Z,Y;t) . J o - d Y V P f Z A o Y ^ I n Z , , -

obtained by integrating Eq. (A.5) over Y, and by using Eqs. (A.1), (A.2) to write Y, A"1

In terms of Z, Y. In Eq. (A.7), JJY.A"11 Z,Y) ts the Jacobtan of the transformation from

(Y.A-1) to (Z.Y), and is readily calculated to be

J(Y,A- 1 IZ tY)-(Y/ZnZn ) f c* - 1 (A.8)

Now, to obtain the Fokker-Planck equation for W, take the derivative of Eq. (A.7)

with respect to t. Substitute Eq. (A.3) for dp/dt into the right hand side of the resulting

equation. Use

(A.9)

(S • I m Z m ) which follows from Eq. (A.1), to replace derivatives wtth respect to Yn's

by derivatives with respect to Zp's. After Integration over Y, and after some

manipulation we obtain

(A.I<»

After further manipulation, Eq. (A.10) can be put In the forms

Eq. (A.11) describes a gambler's ruin game among the Zm"s. Since any function of

S - X k Z k commutes with the differential operators (3/3Z,, - d/9Zm) in Eq. (A.11b). if R Is

initially proportional to fi( AS-1) it remains so. Thus the amount of "money" In the

"game" Is preserved.

Likewise, it follows torn Eq. (A.11) that ckZn>A)M), so each Z n ts a Martingale,

and the game is "fair."

The complicated dependence of the diffusion constants on the Zn's may be

Interpreted as a rule whereby each player's gain and rate of play depends upon the

-23-
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amount of money possessed by all. It is not hard to show that the probability

distribution of Zj/Zj does not change with time if I Xj-xt I « a~1 / 2 . In other words,

"nearby" gamblers win and lose together in such a way that the ratio of their wealth ts

constant.

We remark that, in the continuum limit, Eq. (11 b) can be written as a Fokker-Planck

functional differential equation:

dW(Z(x);t)/3t - 2Jjdxdx* (6/SZ(x) • fi/SZfx*) )2Z(x)Z(x*) *

• [ Jdx! W X - X I J - M X X ' - X ! ) )Z(XJ) - *(x-x-) - 8 d x ^ x ^ x , -x2) Z(x,)Z(x2) JW " (A.11d)

As an interesting application of the use of Eq. (11), one can calculate the equation

of evolution of the density matrix.

D(X,)C;t) «idZW(ZJ)>|f(x.t)v»(x1,t) - ew(xH*WjdZW(Z.1)P(x)Z{x')] t '2

(<Kx,t) • (2ir1lnv(x,t)A|»*(x>t)). Taking the derivative of Eq. (A.12) with respect to t.

substituting (A.11) for dW/dU and integrating by parts over Z yields

which was obtained much more easily in section 7, Eq. (39).

It is easy to apply Eq. (A. 11b) to the situation ol K wavepackets, each of

width « o r 1 / 2 separated by distances » o T 1 / 2 . We define the squared norm of the

k tn packet as

where the subscript k restricts the sum or Integral to the x-interval of support of the ktn

packet. The arrow refers to the continuum limit where Z^-* Z(xm,1) is the square of

the normalized wavefunction at xm .

To find the probability density R of the packet squared norms

R(X;t) - JdZWfZrtrik.! SklnAZ,, • Xtf

we take the derivative of Eq. (A.15) with respect to t, and substitute Eq. (A.11b) for

3W(Z.t)yai. The diffusion coefficients {A.11c) in this situation are

Mnm • V r n l ^(njktm)"1- ^k x k 2 • x k(n) ' ^ (m) 1

where we have used * n m - 1 or 0 depending upon whether xn and x m are in the



same packet or not. In Eq. (A.16), k(n) denotes the Index of the packet which has

support at the point xn. After integrating by parts, and converting the derivatives with

respect to the Zn's to derivatives with respect to the X^'s by means of the delta

functions in Eq. (A. 15), the following result is obtained:

Eq. (A.17) describes a gambler's ruin game among the squared packet norms Xk.

It's significance is discussed In section 6.
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Appendix B

In this Appendix we consider the canonical two-packet situation In one spatial

dimension in the QRW theory. We obtain an expression for the probability density

distribution RfX^t), where

Xk(t) • Jk dx I y(x,t) 1 2 (K-1 or 2) (B.1)

is the squared norm associated with packet k belonging to the normalized

wavefunction y(so X 2 - 1-Xj).

Consider an ensemble described by R(X],t). According to GRW, In the time

interval dt there is probability Xdt that a particular wavefunctton will be hit. It y is hit

with a center at z, the wavefunction immediately after the hit Is

( a / * ) 1 / 4 [exp-(affi)(x-z)2]v(x,iVN(z,t) (B.2)

where N(z,t) normalizes the new wavefunctfon and N2(z,t)dz Is the probability that the

center lies between z and z+dz:

N2(z.t) - {o /it )1/2J dx [exp-o(x-z)2l ly(x,t) 1 2 (B.3a)

- (a tx ) !« (Xi lexp^X!- ! ) 2 ] + X2[ex(Ki(x2-z)2]} (B.3b)

In obtaining Eq. (B.3b) from (B.3a) we have used the approximation that packets 1

and 2 are narrowly spread about points Xj and x2 respectively. In the same

approximation, by squaring Eq. (B.2) and inserting it Into (B.1), we obtain the result that

a packet characterized by XpX" before a hit becomes characterized by

X-a lX'/[a lX'+a2(1-X> ) ] (B.4a)

(afc • exp-a(xk-z)2) after the hit. The Inversion of Eq. (B.4a) Is

X*>a2X/[a2X+a1(1-X)] (B.4b)

The probability R(X;t+dt)dX that X lies In the range dX at time t+dt has two

contributions. The probability that there is a transition Into this range Is, using (B.3b),

Xdtfa/iO'rtJdzra,* + a2(1-X")]R(Xt;t)dX'lz (B.5a)

where it Is understood that X' in Eq. (B.5a) is the expression (B.4b), which Is a function

of z and X. The probability that there is a transition out of this range is

3tdt(a he)ia / d z ^ X + a2(1 -X)J - JU* (B.5b)
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Therefore the equation of evolution for R(X;t) Is

(B.6)

In order to solve Eq. (B.6), it is useful to change the variable of integration from z to

X*. We note from Eq. (B.4b) that, as z ranges from —• to +>-, X* ranges from 0 to 1

(with the choice x2 2 x t ) . By use of (8z/3X'}x(3X7ax)z - • (3z/3X)x- Eq. (B.6) becomes

aRpCtJ/a - MoJn ) i a IQ1 dX-f la,* + a2(t-)C)]3/2a(X2-xi)aia2X-(1-X')JR(Xtfl)

•XR{X« (B.7a)

- X[tot/jt )1/2/2o(x2-x l)X
2(1-X)] JodXtX1a1(z(X.Xl)R(X';t> - XR(Xfl (B.7b)

By solving Eq. (B.4) for z In terms of X.X" we obtain

(B.B)

Remarkably, it turns out that X'ai multiplied by the bracket outside the integral in

Eq. (B.7b) Is G(X.Xt;a(x2 - xtf2), where G(X,X*;T) Is the solution Eq. (35) of Eq. (36):

3G(x,x-;T)/3t «@/ax)2 [X2 ( i - x j 2 GJX.X ' IT ) ] (B .9)

with the initial condition GfX.X'p) - SfX-X*). Thus our equation for R Is

3R(XSV9t - Xf0 dX*G(X.X1;a(x2 - x ^ R * * ; ! ) - XR{X,1) (B.10)

We can now proceed to solve Eq. (B.10). The explicit expression for G{X,X';T)

appears in Eq. (35) (with 4X-+1, t-»T, X,-»X. X10-+X-). Since a t x r * ] ) 2 ^ , we only

need to know G for large T - a f x ^ x ^ 2 :

G(X,X';T)-XtS(1-X) + (1-X')5(X) (B.11)

The S-functions in Eq. (B.11) are actually narrow peaks of height - e T and of area

close to 1, centered at X-{1+{»±T(1-)r)<X>)- lD- t. Putting the expression (B.11) for G

Into Eq. (B.10) yields

3R{X;ty9t - APCR(1 ;t) + (1- X^R(0S) - R(X t)\ (B.12)

The solution of Eq. (B.12), subject to the initial condition R ( X f l ) . 8(X-Xn) is

R(XJ) -KX-XoJexpt-Xt) + [XoS(1-X) + (1-Xn)5(X)lI1-exp{-W)] (8.13)

The significance of this solution is discussed in section 7.
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Appendlx C

In this Appendix we explain how the probability weighting of the physical °

ensemble is consistent with an independent Markovlan evolution for each statevector

in the ensemble.

Consider an ensemble of statevectors, each of which evolves for <Kt<T, according

to the Schrodinger equation, by means of one of a set of possible non-Hermltian

Hamittonians Hj, j»1 ...J. Suppose that a particular statevector "chooses" the

Hamiltonian Hj according to a certain probability rule. Furthermore, suppose that for

each succesive time interval of T seconds a (possibly) new Hamiltonlan is similarly

chosen.

The probability Pj that the j t h Hamiltonlan is chosen might depend upon the time

interval, upon the history and present state of the statevector making the choice, and

Indeed upon the histories and present states of all the other statevectors in the

ensemble. However, rt Is natural to choose the probabilities Pj to be fixed numbers (an

especially simple choice Is Pj-1/J) because of the following beneficial consequences.

It is a rudimentary tirm-translational invariant process because the probability rule

does not depend upon the time interval. (In the limit T-*0, h Is truly time translational

Invariant.)

It is a rudimentary Markovian process because the probability rule tor a given

interval does not depend upon the history of any statevector in the ensemble in any

previous interval, and the Hamiltonian evolution depends only on the choice made at

the beginning of the interval. (In the limit T-»0, it Is truly Markovian.)

Each statevector evolves Independently because the probability of the choice

made by a particular statevector depends only upon the Hamiltonian to be chosen (i.e.

upon the index j), and not upon the other statevectors In the ensemble. In fact, the

probability does not even depend upon that statevector Itself, and here Is the point.

The probability rule can be generalized without losing these three properties. It the

rule depends upon the statevector making the choice as welt as upon the Index J, that
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statevoctor stilt evolves Independently. K in addition th« rule Is Independent of the time

Interval, and depends only upon the statevector at the beginning of the time interval,

we have all three properties.

Now we will choose a peculiar probability rule that satisfies these requirements,

but it is a rule that is only suitable tor a set of Hamiltonians Hj with a peculiar properly.

Consider a particular statevector which has evolved to the beginning of a particular

time Interval. Generally that fctatevector's norm will not equal 1. So, normalize it.

Now, consider the evolution lv>-»Vj(T)|y> of that normalized statevector over the

time interval T by meant of the Hamiltonlan Hj, I.e. ldVj(t)/dt-HjVj(t). Hie statevector's

squared norm at time T14 uf» <vlVj(T>*Vj(D I *> . Our nlle Is Pj« Nj2/J.

Note that Nj2, and therefore Pj, depends only upon the statevector at the beginning

of the time interval and upon the chosen Hamiltonlan Hj. Thus we have the throe

desirable properties.

This rule only makes sense If the probabilities sum to t tor an arbitrary statevector

1 toranylY> (Cla)

so this is a necessary consistency corxftton tor the probability rule (see Eq. (9)). It can

be achieved for a set of Hamiltonians (Hj) H and only If

J-1£VjfT)*Vj(T)»1 (C.1b)

and we will suppose this is the case.

Finally, we can obtain an interesting result concerning the norms of an ensemble

of statevectors at time UNT which evolved from a single statevector I v,0>.

Consider one of the evolved statevectors )vn,NT>« ivJ(rt),..j(1)> in the ensemble

which utilized the J(n)th Hamiltonlan at the nth time interval. The probability that It is in

the ensemble is

P( IVQ.NT>)-nn . iNPj(n) -J~ lnn_ 1
N Nj{n)2[)(n-1),..j(1);lY,0>] (C.2)

(We have indicated in Eq. (C.2) that the squared norm Nj(nj2 acquired during the nth

Interval depends not only on j(n), but also on the statevector at the beginning of the nth

- 2 9 -
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Interval. and that statevector In turn depends upon the initial statevector and Its

subsequent history, up to that interval.)

On the other hand, the norm of this statevector Is

*.. Vj,N)(T)* VKN)(T).. VJ(i,(T)|¥iO>

Combining Eqs. (C,2) and (C.3) we obtain the result

(C.3)

(C.4)

Thus the probability that the statevector I yQ,NT> belongs to the ensemble at time NT

Is proportional to the norm ol that statevector. The proportionality factor J"N Is the

probability that a particular 'path* of Hamiltonlarts Is chosen according to the simple

rule that all Hamiltonians are equally likely.

it is to be expected, with an appropriate choice of Hamiltonians, that an appropriate

limit T-+O can be taken In which the process described in this Appendix approaches

the process described In the main body of this paper. In particutar, Eq. (C.4) becomes

the probability rule pQ-dONn
2 of the physical ensemble.
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